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Goodbye TWK Gaming ;(
Posted by alex99 - 09 Dec 2012 16:59
_____________________________________

I wish your server the very best there are reasons i am leaving sorry guys

1. gamesmaster40 is a dick so i am leaving 

2. Faction manoey is pathetic 

3. Faction griefing with no punishment happening 

4. You have to sign up to mine diamonds ??? WTF 

THere are more but i cba to post all of them i wish thi server the very best.

Add me on skype if you want to talk more aboutm this name >>>>  AJSteptoe

============================================================================

Re: Goodbye TWK Gaming ;(
Posted by Chifilly - 09 Dec 2012 20:12
_____________________________________

1. I haven't been on in a while, so no idea who he is 

2. Well, that's a valid opinion

3. If there's valid proof of griefing, people will be punished. Also, if people don't know about it, not a lot
can be done

4. Yes, it's to prevent people joining the server and wrecking everything and just leaving (because you
can't use buckets or TNT when you're a Player) and not being able to mine diamonds is an added
incentive to get people to sign up

But, good luck in your future Minecraft endeavours 

============================================================================

Re: Goodbye TWK Gaming ;(
Posted by Tunes - 10 Dec 2012 00:03
_____________________________________

alex99 wrote:
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I wish your server the very best there are reasons i am leaving sorry guys

1. gamesmaster40 is a dick so i am leaving 

2. Faction manoey is pathetic 

3. Faction griefing with no punishment happening 

4. You have to sign up to mine diamonds ??? WTF 

THere are more but i cba to post all of them i wish thi server the very best.

Add me on skype if you want to talk more aboutm this name >>>>  AJSteptoe

1. Have a complain about a player/faction, so do it in a proper manner and provide proof.

2. Twkgaming server rules.

3. see 1.

3. see 2.

I'm happy with what happens in the server, we like to keep it that way, other have other ideas, we have
what you see there.

If you don't like, you are always free to find another one.

See ya!

============================================================================
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